
LET’S TALK: 

Build Your Empire with Converge
Accept payments in any location, over the phone, by mail, online, or 
on-the-go. Converge is a payment platform that enables you to grow 
your business the way you want. It was built to be truly flexible so you 
can add or remove services as needed. For example, you might want 
to add terminals and printers as your business grows. Or you can start 
accepting payments on your computer, laptop, or tablet with our 
Virtual Terminal.

Converge is an integrated solution – which means you can access all 
of your devices at every one of your locations from one login account. 
Once you login, you can manage all aspects of your business’s 
revenue with one beautiful, easy-to-use dashboard. 
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Security with Benefits
Converge is a fully encrypted solution with add-ons that can help you manage your customer’s 
card data with ease. Every payment made on the Converge platform is encrypted at entry, 
encrypted in transit, and encrypted at rest. Cards stored in our Customer Manager feature are 
automatically tokenized so all you see are the last four-digits. 

You can add tokenization to your account if you deal in a lot of high-volume transactions. If your 
business is mostly handled in your store or office, you can elect to add Safe-T™ for SMB to your 
account. Our Safe-T for SMB program includes useful tools such as a pre-filled Self-Assessment 
Questionnaire (SAQ) and a financial reimbursement program to protect your business in the 
event of a data breach.

Never Miss a Sale with Converge Mobile
Bring the checkout counter to your customer, wherever they are. 
With Converge Mobile, you have the perfect sidekick ready to go 
wherever your staff needs to be. Accept payment on delivery or 
use it as a backup in your store during peak times. 

Converge Mobile is also a great option for businesses who need 
to prepare for the unexpected. Don’t let a power outage or slow 
internet bring your business to a halt. With Converge Mobile, as 
long as your mobile device is charged and has data access, you 
can continue to process transactions as normal. 

Set up is simple – all you need is a compatible Android or iOS 
device and our free Converge Mobile app. We offer optional 
encrypted card readers and mobile printers to help make each 
sale seamless. Or, if you prefer, you can enter card data directly 
into the app. No payment data is stored in the app or on the 
card reader so if either device is lost, broken, or stolen, your 
customer’s card information is safe.
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